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Abstract— Mooring structures with a high base load is 

challenging as these scenarios typically stretch a mooring line to 

a very taut state leaving no give in the system to absorb any 

additional forces due to waves or impacts. While the problem can 

be overcome by increasing the size and weight of the catenary 

this is a very expensive solution and usually requires significant 

additional buoyancy added to the platform to counter balance 

the chain weight. This paper introduces an alternative solution to 

the problem, by introducing a polymer component into the 

mooring line whose stiffness reduces above the base load. The 

same additional forces now result in far lower additional tension 

in the mooring line. The paper explores what stress-strain 

response such a component should have to maximise the benefit, 

as well as what length of such a component is required to achieve 

the desired benefit. 

 

Keywords— Mooring, station keeping, tidal current, load 

management, polymer components, survivability. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Renewable Energy platforms with high base mooring loads, 

such as floating tidal platforms or floating wind turbines are 

difficult to moor, due to the thrust from the rotation of their 

turbines [1]. Many literature reviews and standards cover the 

selection and use of suitable moorings for these type devices 

[2]-[4]. The problem is directly linked to the stiffness of the 

mooring system to the thrust loads. A typical catenary 

mooring line for a floating tidal device is shown in Fig. 1 

Catenary chain mooring, along with the key forces and 

dimensions. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Catenary chain mooring 

 
The shape of the catenary curve is described by a rotated 

hyperbolic cosine function [5], given by: 

 = � �ℎ �  (1) 

where a is a scaling factor. The length of mooring chain 

suspended depends on the applied force, the seabed depth and 

the weight per unit length of the mooring chain itself. This can 

be expressed as: 

 � = √  (2� − ) (2) 

 

Where S is the length of chain suspended, F is the applied 

force, d is the depth from the fairlead to the seabed (the 

fairlead is the point on the device to which the chain is 

attached), and w is the weight per unit length of the chain. The 

horizontal distance from the fairlead to the contact point on 

the seabed can be expressed as: 

 � = (� − ) � � + �� −  (3) 

Where X is the horizontal distance. Fig. 2 shows a graph of 

X versus F for a range of catenary mooring lines with 

different weights. 

 
Fig. 2 Graph of X versus F for a catenary mooring line 

  

The stiffness of the mooring line is the slope of the mooring 

line at any point, and is a measure of how hard it is to stretch 

the line further at that point. The stiffness of a catenary 

mooring line increases significantly with applied force.  

 

In a normal mooring scenario, small motions from the 

waves result in low increases in forces as the catenary 

mooring has a low stiffness at low displacements. When a 

high steady applied force, such as a thrust load from a turbine, 

is applied to the mooring line, then the line becomes very stiff. 

Now the same small additional displacements from the waves 

result in much higher increases in load. To overcome this 

problem a mooring solution is required which has a much 

lower stiffness at high background loads. 

 

This paper presents initial results from the mooring work 

undertaken as part of the H2020 FloTEC project led by 

ScotRenewables. The mooring work is developing a novel 

mooring component based on a non-linear spring which has a 

very stiff response up to the background thrust load level and 

a soft response beyond that. Such a component allows the 

mooring line to easily stretch above the background thrust 

load, absorbing the wave loading, and is not covered in 

previous literature reviews [3][4]. 
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II. EXISTING CATENARY MOORING MODELLING 

To accurately model the loads on the system in complex 

sea conditions a dynamic mooring analysis tool, Orcaflex, was 

used [6]. This allowed for real mooring lines, consisting of 

multiple different segments or different line materials, to be 

modelled across a wide range of sea states, with current, wave 

and wind forces. A detailed Orcaflex model of the SR2000 

system was supplied by ScotRenewables for the project, along 

with details of the existing catenary mooring system, and the 

sea states and scenario limits which needed to be designed for. 

  

Fig. 3 shows an image of the SR2000 device mooring. A 

primary mooring line aligned with the prevailing current 

direction is designed to handle the load. Two side lines are 

also present handling off axis wave or wind loading, and are 

also designed to hold the device if the primary line breaks. All 

mooring lines are connected to the SR2000 device through a 

turret mooring point, ~14m back from the tip of the device 

and ~5m below the water surface. 

  

 
Fig. 3 Mooring Set-up of the ScotRenewables SR2000 device 

 

As discussed in the introduction, the behaviour of the 

device can be optimised by modifying the mooring line length 

and weight. The seabed at a given site is fixed however, as are 

the current and wave loadings, and thus the maximum line 

tension expected for a given device. The chain line weight can 

be modified, and a mixture of different lines used to refine the 

behaviour. However, if the weight of the line increases too 

much then additional buoyancy is required, making the device 

larger, and increasing the applied current and wave loads 

further.  

 

The existing SR2000 mooring system uses a catenary chain 

mooring approach with a novel anchoring system [7] designed 

to reduce cost. Initial modelling focussed on determining the 

mooring loads on the existing catenary mooring system across 

the full range of operational and survival sea states. A small 

selection of the ~400 scenarios analysed is shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Table of selected sea states of interest 

 
 

The two mooring scenarios of most interest for this paper 

are the maximum operating condition scenario (the sea state 

with the highest loads under which the turbines will continue 

to operate) and the maximum survival condition (the 

maximum sea state with the turbines stowed under which the 

device has to survive). In the maximum operational condition 

the turbines will be generating maximum power and hence 

placing maximum background thrust loads on the mooring 

line. The wave loading will place variable loads on this 

background tension level. In the survival scenario the turbines 

are powered down and provide no thrust loads, but the sea 

states are considered to be the 50 year storm with much higher 

wave loading. ULS 10 has been chosen for the maximum 

survival condition while FLS 105 has been chosen for the 

maximum operating condition. Two separate device models 

are used for these two sea states as the device physically 

changes when turning off the rotors. 

 

Fig. 4 shows a range of time domain plots taken from the 

simulation of the maximum operating condition with an 

optimised mooring (where the line lengths and chain 

selections have been chosen to minimise loads). 

 

 

 

 

Code Tide
Velocity Direction Hs Tp Direction

ULS 5 3, 4.2 0 2 11 0, 180 MWL

ULS 8 3, 4.2 0 2 4-21 0, 180 MWL

ULS 10 2.9 -30,0,30 6.2 9.2 180 +/- 15 HAT + 5m

ULS 11 3.8 -20,0,20 5.7 8.7 180 +/- 15 HAT + 5m

ULS 12 4.4 -10,0,10 2.7 14 0 +/- 15 HAT + 5m

FLS 94 2.75 0 4.5 7 0 MWL

FLS 105 3 0 3.75 7 0 MWL

Current Wave
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Fig. 4 Time domain plots of (a) wave height at the fairlead point, (b) mooring 

line tension, (c) mooring line seabed contact position, (d) device surge, and (e) 
device heave 

 

Fig. 4a shows the sea surface elevation at the point at which 

the moorings are attached to the device. A Jonswap model has 

been used to create the sea state, using a 30 degree wave 

spread) and the 3.75m Hs in this scenario has resulted in 

individual wave heights of over 6m. Fig. 4b shows the 

mooring line tension over the same period of time. The peaks 

in the tension generally align with the peaks in the wave 

height, with a background average load created by the rotors. 

Peak loads of up to 800kN are seen caused by the wave 

loading on an average background current load of ~525kN.  

Fig. 4c shows the rising and falling of the catenary mooring 

line off the seabed over the same time period. The contact 

point between the chain and the seabed is moving by up to 

50m. Fig. 4d and Fig. 4e show the heave and surge motion of 

the device in these waves. There is very little surge as the taut 

catenary chain resists motion in the X dimension. 

 

Fig. 5 shows a range of time domain plots taken from the 

simulation of the maximum survival condition using the same 

moorings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Time domain plots of (a) wave height at the fairlead point, (b) mooring 

line tension, (c) mooring line seabed contact position, (d) device surge, and (e) 

device heave 

 

Fig. 5a shows the sea surface elevation at the point at which 

the moorings are attached to the device. A Jonswap model has 

again been used to create this sea state, using a 30 degree 

wave spread) and the 6.2m Hs in this scenario has resulted in 

individual wave heights of almost 12m. Fig. 5b shows the 

mooring line tension over the same period of time. The peaks 

in the tension are now substantially higher than in the 

maximum operating condition case due to the higher waves. 

Peak loads of over 1MN are seen. The background load is 

fairly similar to the maximum operating condition despite the 

rotors not turning, due to slightly higher current velocity used 

in this scenario and the still large drag on the structure when 
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the turbines are in the raised position.  Fig. 5c shows the rising 

and falling of the catenary mooring line off the seabed over 

the same time period. The contact point between the chain and 

the seabed is now moving by up to 70m under this condition 

resulting in increased seabed thrashing. Fig. 5d and Fig. 5e 

show the heave and surge motion of the device in these waves. 

The larger load variation results in a larger variation in surge, 

with the higher waves causing a higher variation in heave than 

the maximum operating case.  

 

III.  MOORING COMPONENT SELECTION 

The addition of components into the mooring line which 

stretch under applied loads radically changes the overall 

response of the mooring line [8]. These types of polymer 

mooring tethers are already in use in aid to navigation 

applications, though at a much smaller scale [9]. Individual 

components need to be modelled with realistic lengths, cross-

sectional areas, weights and volumes to ensure that their 

impact on the overall systems and not just on the tension is 

accurately being modelled. Fig. 6 shows an example or such a 

mooring component, using the compression of a complex 

shaped plastic spring to create elongation in the mooring line. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Mooring component with tailored response 

 
Based on prior component designs of similar load handling 

capability and previous scaled modelling [8], a cylindrical 

shaped component with length of 4m, outer diameter of 1.2m, 

inner diameter of 1.0m, and a weight of ~1000kg per unit 

length can achieve the target loads seen in Fig. 4b and Fig. 5b. 

The tailored stress/strain response of the component, as well 

as the number of components and their position in the 

mooring line can then be changed to achieve the target 

performance.  

 

A wide range of component response curves were 

considered with a select few (scaled to have the same load at 

~50% elongation) shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Graph of selected component response curves 

 
Fig. 7 shows the response of three different shapes of 

component, chosen due to the substantial differences in their 

responses. Response (a) is from a component designed to 

deliver a “catenary response” within a single component. This 

type of response is designed for replacing a catenary mooring 

line with a much shorter taut line, but will result in the same 

stiffness for the same applied background load. Response (b) 

is from a component designed to be initially stiff and then to 

stretch easily once a target load has been achieved (a “stepped 
response”). This type of response is designed for scenarios 

with well-defined background load, and elongation is only 

desired above this value. Response (c) is from a component 

designed to have a gradually lowering stiffness along more of 

the elongation with a high stiffness towards elongation limits 

(a “sub linear response”). This type of response is designed 

for scenarios with large variations in loads across different 

operating conditions with a desire to deliver a similar stiffness 

across these scenarios.  

 

For the purpose of the initial modelling it was assumed that 

components can be produced for each response curve, targeted 

at the same operational load, which would fit into the same 

component space envelope discussed earlier. While prior 

experience knows that this is not true, it is a good initial 

approximation and later more detailed modelling can account 

for actual space envelope changes before final component 

fabrication and deployment. 

 

Creating the complex shaped plastic spring such that it has 

the desired response curve as it is compressed is a complex 

task, involving a significant quantity of FEA simulation time 

and extensive prior knowledge. Material models have been 

developed with DuPont for each grade of the non-linear 

material which is used in the components. Initial 

parameterised spring shapes are chosen for each of the 

response curves based on prior experience. Over 30 

parameters can be selected for each individual spring shape, 

with the primary parameters being diameters, thicknesses, 

radii of curvatures, and material. The response of these is then 

simulated, along with the impact of small changes to each 

parameter on this response. An updated shape is then chosen 

based on changing parameters to achieve a response which is 

closer to the target response and the cycle is then repeated. 

This process is iterated to achieve convergence with the 

desired response. If convergence is not being achieved a new 

start point or larger parameter variations are selected. Fig. 8 

shows an example of a spring shape after 50% compression. 
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 Fig. 8 2D image of a slice of a spring after 50% compression 

 

The spring component in Fig. 8 consists of fifteen similar 

convolutes. The wall thickness varies between the inner 

diameter and the outer diameter, but the radii are the same for 

both resulting in a uniform pitch along the spring length. The 

compression of such convolutes however is not uniform along 

the length, which has to be taken into account at the design 

stage. Variations in convolute wall thickness or radii along the 

length of the spring can be used to ensure all convolutes are 

equally sharing the loads. 

 

Using this process, suitable spring shapes and components 

designs were chosen for each of the three target response 

curves in Fig. 7, at loads seen in Fig. 4b and Fig. 5b. 

 

IV. CATENARY RESPONSE COMPONENT RESULTS 

To optimise this component for the two target scenarios 

both the component target load (load at 50% compression) 

and the number of components in the mooring line needed to 

be varied. As the target scenarios have a very similar 

background load we can focus on just one scenario initially. 

The maximum operating condition is therefore chosen for 

optimisation of the component. Fig. 9 shows a range of time 

domain plots taken from the simulation of the maximum 

operating condition using 5 individual catenary response 

components with 650kN target loads (slightly higher than the 

background load but below the peak loads). All graphs are 

plotted on the same range as in the catenary chain base case 

shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9 Time domain plots of (a) mooring line tension, (b) mooring line seabed 

contact position, (c) device surge, and (d) device heave for catenary response 
component 

 

Fig. 9a shows the mooring line tension. The background 

tension is still the same as before but the peaks have now been 

reduced to ~700kN. The variation in load is now also smaller 

than in the base case. Fig. 9b shows the rising and falling of 

the catenary mooring line off the seabed over the same time 

period. This has been significantly reduced as the restoring 

force is no longer being delivered by lifting the chain but by 

stretching the component. The contact point between the chain 

and the seabed is now moving by up to only ~30m under this 

condition. The point along the mooring line which comes into 

contact with the seabed has also significantly changed, with 

contact averaging 135m from the device as opposed to the 

previous 150m.  Fig. 9c and Fig. 9d show the heave and surge 

motion of the device in these waves. The average position of 
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the device has now shifted by 5m as the spring components 

elongate under the applied current load, but the range of 

motion around this position is similar. The heave motion is 

very similar.  

 

While the stiffness of an individual component does not 

change, increasing the number of components in series results 

in a reduction in the overall stiffness of the line (it stretches 

more for the same applied load). The number of components 

can therefore be used to choose a desired stiffness at the 

background thrust load. Fig. 10 shows a graph of how the 

response of the system changes as the number of components 

changes. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 10 Graph of (a) peak mooring line tension, (b) range of mooring line 

seabed contact position, and (c) range of surge, all versus # of individual 4m 

long components of target 650kN in mooring line 

 

Fig. 10a shows how the peak load decreases as the number 

of mooring components is increased. The added benefit of 

each component lessens as more components are added. The 

reduction in the range of contact positions occurs fairly 

rapidly as the number of components is added until no further 

benefit is seen after the 3rd component. Adding extra 

components however does slightly increase the surge motion 

of the device, but only by about 0.3m in total as shown in Fig. 

10c. 

 

Changing the target load of the component also changes the 

stiffness of the component at the background current thrust 

point. Fig. 11 shows a graph of how the response of the 

system changes as the target load of the component changes. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 11 Graph of (a) peak mooring line tension (red dots signify unacceptable 

scenarios where spring target stiffness is below background tension), (b) 
range of mooring line seabed contact position, and (c) range of surge, with 5 

individual 4m long components, and varying component target loads 

 

Fig. 11a shows how the peak load increases slightly as the 

target load is increased. Lower loads are achieved with springs 

using a lower catenary load. Due to the catenary type of 

response on the spring however, results where the target load 

is higher than the achieved load are typically avoided as these 

result in constant high loads which reduces the life of the 

component. The lowest acceptable value is therefore achieved 

at a target load of 650kN. Target values above this have very 

little effect on the achieved maximum load, though all are still 

substantially lower than the loads seen on the chain catenary 

base case. The sea bed position is fairly constant at all target 

loads as shown in Fig. 11b. With almost no change in the 

achieved load across target load components, almost no 

change in the surge motion will occur as shown in Fig. 11c. 

 

High target loads however are achieved by increasing the 

size on the component and in reality also result in an increase 

in the background loading. There is therefore a diminishing 
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benefit as the load is increased, as well as an increase in 

component cost. 

 

V. STEPPED RESPONSE COMPONENT RESULTS 

The “stepped response” component is optimised for the 
maximum operating condition load, as this defines the 

background loading which the component needs to remain 

stiff for. Choosing a stiffness just above the background load 

from the current, and ensuring enough components are present 

to deliver enough extension, should result in substantially 

reduced wave loading.  

 

As with the analysis of the previous component, the 

number of components in the mooring line will be varied and 

the target load will also be varied over the same ranges as 

previously used. Fig. 12 shows a range of time domain plots 

taken from the simulation of the maximum operating 

condition with 5 individual stepped response components of 

650kN target loads. All graphs are plotted on the same range 

as in the catenary chain base case shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 12 Time domain plots of (a) mooring line tension, (b) mooring line 

seabed contact position, (c) device surge, and (d) device heave for stepped 
response component 

 

Fig. 12a shows the mooring line tension over the same 

period of time as the base case maximum operating condition 

scenario (using the same seed values to ensure identical waves 

are applied). The peak loads have been significantly reduced, 

with all loads above ~600kN being removed. The background 

load is unaffected. Fig. 12b shows the rising and falling of the 

catenary mooring line off the seabed over the same time 

period. This has also been reduced compared to the base case 

scenario and is now moving by up to ~35m under this 

condition. Fig. 12c and Fig. 12d show the heave and surge 

motion of the device in these waves. The device surge is now 

slightly larger than the base case scenario at 2.5m, still 

significantly lower than the heave though, which remains the 

same as the base case scenario.  

 

Fig. 13 shows a graph of how the response of the system 

changes as the number of components changes. 
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Fig. 13 Graph of (a) peak mooring line tension, (b) range of mooring line 

seabed contact position, and (c) range of device position in X, all versus # of 
individual 4m long components of target 1.2MN (load at 50% compression) in 

mooring line 

 

Fig. 13a shows how the peak load decreases as the number 

of mooring components is increased. Increasing the number of 

components in series again results in a reduction in overall 

stiffness of the line compared to the base case maximum 

operational condition (it stretches more for the same applied 

load). It cannot however reduce this load below the 

background thrust level caused by the current and so the 

benefit plateaus after a few components. Increasing the 

number of components significantly reduces the contact 

position range, reducing it below 15m, but at a cost of 

allowing an increased surge. 

 

Changing the target load of the component changes the load 

at which the significant elongation occurs. If the target load is 

lower than the background load then the component stretches 

significantly under the background load resulting in a high 

stiffness for the applied wave loading. The higher the target 

load, the higher the wave loading needs to be before the 

significant elongation is reached. Fig. 14 shows a graph of 

how the response of the system changes as the target load of 

the component changes. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 14 Graph of (a) peak mooring line tension, (b) range of mooring line 

seabed contact position, and (c) range of device position in X, with 4 

individual 4m long components, and varying component target loads 

 

Fig. 14a shows how the peak load decreases as the target 

load is increased. The component shows a significant 

reduction in load once the target load exceeds the background 

load. As the target load increases then the benefit drops. A 

similar though more pronounced response is seen with the 

seabed contact position as shown in Fig. 14b, and with the 

surge motion of the device as shown in Fig. 14c.  

 

The stepped response component can deliver substantial 

benefits to performance but is very sensitive to background 

load levels. It is effectively designed for a target current 

velocity. If the velocity fluctuates, the benefit of the 

component drops.  

 

VI. SUB LINEAR RESPONSE COMPONENT RESULTS 

The “sub-linear response” component is designed to have a 

very wide operational range and does not need to be as 

carefully optimised to a target. As with the analysis of the 

previous components, the number of components in the 

mooring line will be varied and the target load will also be 

varied over the same ranges. 

 

Fig. 15 shows a range of time domain plots taken from the 

simulation of the maximum operating condition with 5 

individual sub-linear response components of 650kN target 

loads. All graphs are plotted on the same range as in the 

catenary chain base case shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 15 Time domain plots of (a) mooring line tension, (b) mooring line 

seabed contact position, (c) device surge, and (d) device heave for sub linear 
response component 

 

Fig. 15a shows the mooring line tension over the same 

period of time as the previous models. The tension loads have 

been dramatically reduced, achieving the lowest variation of 

all the components. What is particularly important is that not 

only have the peak loads been reduced, but the variation in 

loads have been reduced, which results in much lower fatigue 

wear on the mooring components. Fig. 15b shows the rising 

and falling of the catenary mooring line off the seabed over 

the same time period. This has also been dramatically reduced 

to ~20m as the restoring force is no longer being delivered by 

lifting the chain but by stretching the component. Fig. 15c and 

Fig. 15d show the heave and surge motion of the device in 

these waves. The surge is slightly higher than the base case 

scenario in Fig. 4e.  

 

Increasing the number of components in series again results 

in a reduction in overall stiffness of the line (it stretches more 

for the same applied load). Fig. 16 shows a graph of how the 

response of the system changes as the number of components 

changes. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 16 Graph of (a) peak mooring line tension, (b) range of mooring line 

seabed contact position, and (c) range of device position in X, all versus # of 
individual 4m long components of target 1.2MN in mooring line 

 

Fig. 16a shows how the peak load steadily decreases as the 

number of mooring components is increased, this is however 

at a cost of increased surge compared to the base case in Fig. 

4b. The seabed contact position range is also reduced 

compared to the base case. 

 

Fig. 17 shows a graph of how the response of the system 

changes as the target load of the component changes. 
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Fig. 17 Graph of (a) peak mooring line tension, (b) range of mooring line 

seabed contact position, and (c) range of device position in X, with 4 

individual 4m long components, and varying component target loads 

 

Fig. 17a shows how the peak load changes as the target 

load is increased. Unlike the previous components, this 

component will work if the target loads is below the 

background load. The optimal results are achieved when the 

target load is equal to the background load, but target loads 

above this all work well. This component achieves the greatest 

reduction in loads, absorbing over 80% of the wave loading. 

The higher target load results in less lifting of the mooring 

line on the seabed (smaller contact position range) as shown in 

Fig. 17b. This component does however result in slightly 

more motion of the device than the base case as shown in Fig. 

17c. 

 

VII. COMPONENT COMPARISON  

Each of the components presented in this paper results in an 

improvement over the catenary chain base case. Wave loads 

are managed and reduced, resulting in lower seabed thrashing 

ranges (better for the environment and chain wear) but slightly 

more surge. While the survival case data for the components 

is not presented here, all the components truncate the loads 

seen in the survival case down to the same levels they show in 

their maximum operational condition scenarios, provided that 

a suitable number of components are chosen. 

 

The stepped response component can deliver the greatest 

benefit for the fewest number of components in the mooring 

line, but is very sensitive to background load levels. The 

catenary response component delivers improved performance 

over the base case scenario but is substantially out performed 

by the “sub-linear response” component. This component 

dramatically reduces the variation in tension loads as seen in 

Fig. 15a, which results in much lower fatigue life to the 

mooring line and much lower risk of the gravity anchor 

moving. Fig. 18 shows the tension load variations seen for 

each of the four scenarios. 

 

 
Fig. 18 Chart of Variation in tension for each of the chain catenary base case 

and each of the three components 

 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper summarised the mooring line and floating tidal 

device behaviour for a catenary chain mooring and three 

different polymer spring component responses. The key focus 

was on peak tension (important for capital costs), load 

variation (important for fatigue), and device surge (important 

for device energy capture). Based on these results and the 

further modelling of these components across a wider range of 

sea conditions, the preferred component response curve is a 

sub-linear response. Four components are required in the 

primary mooring line to ensure enough motion is present, 

though a fifth component can be added to deliver even lower 

fatigue if desired.   

Future work will look at the new design changes to the 

SR2000 device and refine the mooring choices before 

fabrication and deployment as part of the H2020 Flotec 

project. An ongoing cost benefit analysis task is being led by 

ScotRenewables, looking at the benefits of the peak load 

reduction and fatigue load reduction to the overall cost of the 

entire system. While the addition of the polymer mooring 

components will add cost, overall expected CAPEX and 

OPEX savings are expected across mooring lines, floating 

structure, and foundations. 
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